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Democracy in a Time of Misery

From Spectacular Tragedy to Deliberative Action
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Community Deliberations
Politicising mourning
Down-to-earth methods with regular effects
From diagnosing what’s wrong to articulating how to get things right
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Guiding Principles

Inclusive and holistic—socially, environmentally, economically and culturally balanced redevelopment; disaster recovery as an “opportunity”

Building back better and safer—exposure to future risk would be reduced; long-term city benefits will not be sacrificed for short-term individual gains; Actions shall address potential and base impacts

Multiple results

Needs-based realities and

Uses economic

Collaboration is engaging

Proposed Tacloban Recovery and Rehabilitation Plan

March 2014

Tacloban Recovery and Sustainable Development Group
Who has the power to construct the future?
The future must not only be foreseen and dreamt of, but also chosen and built.
What future is desirable?
What future is possible?
Which vision do we support?
**Public Orientation**
(Pulong - Pulong)
between the govt. and the IDPs.

**Confidence Building Measure**
should be pursued.
(i.e. engagement w/ leaders)

**Greater Support**
to the legitimate opposition (voice of the people)

**People-Led Consultation Process**
(Kapamagawida)

**Traditional Leaders are influential in bridging the divide between the CLGUs and the IDPs in Marawi**
Capacity to aspire
Future-making amidst trauma
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